
Mobile and sensor networks CF

Wireless ad hoc networks

The term ad hoc comes from Latin and means for this purpose only, so
ad hoc networks are created spontaneously by users when they have to
communicate each other. An ad hoc network can be made of:

. nodes connected each other by wireless nodes;

. nodes connected to a fixed infrastructure.

The important thing to remind is that nodes can move freely, so they are
battery equipped; devices, to move easily, have to be small, but in this case
battery powerful is not so strong. Infact a large battery capacity is obtained
with space and space increases devices dimensions therefore this is an issue.

Ad hoc network advantages are essentially:

. easy and fast deployment;

. reduced dependence on infrastructure.

According to the scenario in which they are applicable, ad hoc networks can
have:

. fully symmetric environment when nodes have the same capabilities
(in sense of characteristics as energy power) and responsabilities (there
is no a central controller);

. asymmetric environment distinguishing:

. asymmetric capabilities if they have different characteristics such
as battery power, transmission range and processing capability;

. asymmetric responsabilities when there are classifications in leader
and ordinary nodes (a possible example are clusters in which there
are clusters heads and ordinary nodes).

In general characteristics may differ and principles features related to traffic
are:

. bit rate;

. time constraints;

. reliability requirements;

. type of transmission: unicast, multicast, geocast (when final receivers
are all located in a particular geographical zone) and anycast (when
final receivers can be anyone of a group with no particular preferences).
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There are also differences regarding of mobility patterns (military squads,
people in airport, taxis) and characteristics (speed and directions of move-
ments).

Taken a node, all other nodes able to receive its transmission are called
neighbors and that region in which nodes can communicate through a wire-
less link is called transmission range. There is another important region, the
interference region, the one in which if a node receives two communications
from different sources it is not able to decode them.

Nodes in general are equipped with half duplex devices, so they can only
transmit or receive. They form the network topology when are associated
to links that connect them: in mobile scenario the network topology change
in time due to:

. nodes movements;

. node failure if the battery switches off;

. link failure.

Possible network topologies are:

. flat : reliable (if a link fails there are other path avaiable), costly and
requires routing; nodes have the same hierarchical level;

. tree: nodes have different hierarchical levels, it is easy to expand, but
is not fault tolerant; routing is a simple operation since just one path
connect two nodes;

. cluster-based : nodes are group in sets and there is a classification based
on responsability into cluster head and ordinary nodes; most impor-
tant nodes, cluster heads, have to manage communications within the
cluster.

A cluster-based topology is typically used in sensors networks grouping sen-
sors closed by into clusters where each one has a controller (cluster head)
called sink.

Issues

The channel access is CSMA-CA so a node first sense if the channel is free
and later can transmit only if the constraint is not violated. This technique
should introduce following problems when nodes are hidden or exposed:
interference and bad usage of resources respectively.

Moreover it is possible have multihop communications: it occurs when
the transmission range does not allow to reach the final destination. Mul-
tihop communications reduces interference range and increases network ca-
pacity due to frequency reusing (spatial domain splitted more so same fre-
quency can be used several times); principal drawbacks are the increasing
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of traffic load and delivery delay and it should consume more energy: infact
instead having one communication there are many, therefore each interme-
diate node has to receive and then retransmit. Of course can be avoided
simply increasing the transmission power: however this implies more errors
due to channel characteristics (fading, shadowing, air condition of transmis-
sion) and more interferences. Multihop communications require coordina-
tion and cooperation among nodes: it is easy in military environment, but a
bit hard in civil applications because users are selfish; to reach cooperation
it is possible implement algorithm that involves and stimulate users.

Another issue is traffic routing: depending on the topology, nodes can
be directly connected with all other links or not; this implies that in case
of failure there are cases in which the network is reliable and recover easily
while if the topology is a tree it is more difficult. Moreover routing depends
on metrics like costs, energy and so on.

Energy consumption is an important problem to take care because each
device is powered by batteries so their runtime depends on battery capabil-
ity that can be long they are managed well. Quality of service obtained can
be not so high, infact it implies having low battery duration. Moreover to-
day there is a particular attention to energy consumption (green networks).
Solutions can be:

. power control: this technique reduces transmit power when a source
wants to communicate to a closed by neighbor; advantages are mainly
spatial reuse and reduced interference, but connectivity decreases (fewer
neighbors, less reliability);

. energy saving:

. enter in low power state when the node is idle;

. wake up schedule (synchronous or asynchronous).

Examples of Ad Hoc Networks

Following examples implement ad hoc networks:

. sensor networks;

. BANs;

. WPANs;

. WLANs;

. MANETs and VANETs.

Sensor networks are made of sensors linked together, whose task is sam-
ple a phenomenon in a given geographical area. Sensors deliver their data to
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the sink, which has to reconstruct the signal that models the phenomenon.
According to the bit rate necessary, sensor networks can use different media:

. Wireless Personal Area Network Low Rate (WPAN-LR), 802.15.4 for
application that requires low bit rate;

. other protocols for high bit rates applications (ex. video sorvegliance).

Possible trasmission medium are:

. radiofrequency channel;

. infrared;

. optical;

Last two mediums are wireless but not radio channels and both require line
of sight. For the RF channel, an important thing to remind is that the trans-
mission power used is very low (≈ 1 mW =⇒ 0 dBm). This feature allows
to have a low power consuption and, since sensor must be small, cheaper
and simple, it is a good design choice. Infact, to sample a phenomenon in a
given geographical area, sensors have to be put there in an high number to
have reliable results.

In general traffic is very asymmetric: the major part is in uplink, from
sensors to the sink; moreover, due to very high number of sensor presents,
the addressing is done by data and area and not with global IDs.

Body area networks (BANs) are networks in which components are at-
tached to the human body. Possible applications are: music entertainment,
transmission of body parameters and help for disabled people. The technol-
ogy used is Bluetooth (with some peculiar characteristics).

Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) are created when people
meet for collaborative activity so they are limited extended in time. Au-
thentication is not based on administrative services, but on first-person in-
teraction and hosts are not preconfigured. Also in this case the transmission
power is low (≈ 1 mW) with quite high data rates (1− 10 Mbit/s).

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are limited in extension to a
given geographical area. They can work both in ad hoc mode or with infras-
tructure, the physical medium is RF and the transmission power is higher
than networks mentioned before (≈ 10−100 mW). WLANs were created as
extension of wired LANs, so since they provide high bit rates, they are are
good for application like:

. data traffic;

. real-time traffic (video or voice).
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Mobile ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are made of mobile nodes connected
by wireless links: the very peculiar characteristic is that their movements are
fast so the topology is very dynamic; to cope with this fact, MANETs need
a particular network layer while the MAC layer is the same of WLANs.
They are seen as a wireless extension of the Internet so IETF developed
them. If nodes are vehiculs, the name change into VANETs (Vehicular Ad
Hoc Networks): the main difference with MANETs is that vehiculs follow
given paths (roads). Their localization is realized with GPS: it implies that
all of them have a common reference in time (the satellite), so they are
synchronized.
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